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We were in Hawaii on a family vacation in June to celebrate our 10 year wedding
anniversary, and we wanted to find a photographer who could take photos to celebrate the
occasion. We found Alvarado Photograhy online and we are so happy we chose them for our
photos! From the very beginning, Jess was quick in responding to questions via email and
phone, and she was so friendly that she put our kids and us at ease on the day of the
photoshoot. She suggested a hidden cove at Ko'olina that was just breathtaking, and she
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knew lots of different poses that felt really natural and captured our personalities and the
beautiful scenery perfectly. Every photo came out stunningly beautiful!! We would definitely
recommend Alvarado Photography to anyone visiting Hawaii, you will not be disappointed!
We only wish she was here in California so we could book Alvarado Photography for all of our
special occasions! Her work is absolutely beautiful!!
Like · Comment · about 8 months ago
4 people like this.
Aja Garcia well I want to see the photos lol
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Donna Steele Wilhoit me too
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Gloria Manzanares
Jess! Thank you me and Jerry had a blast!!!
Like · Comment · about 9 months ago
Jamie de Guzman and Allison Nichole like this.
Write a comment...

Dan Wilson
Excellent job on our photos! Even through the weather that came in we were
able to take some awesome shots, very unique and will treasure forever. Thanks team
Alvarado :)
Like · Comment · about 6 months ago
2 people like this.
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Bayani Poland
My family and I had the pleasure of working with Alvarado Photography on a recent visit to
Oahu (February 2013). We loved our experience and love our photos. From start to finish,
the process of formalizing the photo session was made easy... See More
Like · Comment · about 12 months ago
Michael Pablo likes this.
Write a comment...

Jamie Chuck Ho
Jess is absolutely wonderful and was so great with our two young, restless
boys! She was able to get them both engaged in the photo session while still letting them be
the kids that they are by having fun on the beach. Mahalo, Jess!:)
Like · Comment · about 4 months ago
Jesscerrie Lubas Alvarado likes this.
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Angie Jones Plascencia
Jess, I cannot thank you enough for bearing with us in the rain and venue switch yesterday.
You were a blessing and we can't wait to see the photos.
Like · Comment · about 10 months ago
Erica Gomez likes this.
Write a comment...

Tiffany Liane Smith
My Fiance and I got engagement pictures from Alvarado Photography and they were so
beautiful! Alvarado Photography are affordable and well worth the money for there amazing
and talented pictures. My Fiance and I live in Alaska but, he was w... See More
Like · Comment · about 11 months ago
Laura Tipton likes this.
Write a comment...

Jenn Hanawahine
Loved working with Jess! She was awesome with my twins! She got down &
dirty in the sand and really took the time to get great family shots. Working with 1 11month
old is hard enough let alone 2 11month olds! We loved the pictures and would recommend
choosing her to do your session. You wont be disappointed!
Like · Comment · about 5 months ago
Jesscerrie Lubas Alvarado likes this.
Write a comment...

Annie Shoberg
To celebrate our 10th anniversary, my husband and I decided to do a trash the dress photo
session. I looked online for a photographer, and when I saw the butt shot (hands on each
other’s butt, staring off into the horizon), I knew Jess was... See More
Like · Comment · over a year ago
Michelle Adderley likes this.
Write a comment...

Joygrace Aguilar Aberle
Alvarado Photography went way beyond my expectations. My family traveled to Hawaii in
July 2012. The main reason for our trip was to visit friends & family and to celebrate our
10th wedding anniversary. I decided to hire a professional p... See More
Like · Comment · over a year ago
Lisa Neiman likes this.
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My girlfriend and I visited Oahu recently (March 2013). Since she had birthday a few days
before we traveled there, I needed to get a birthday present. I decided to surprise her with a
couple photo shooting from Alvarado Photography at the ... See More
Like · Comment · about 11 months ago
Julian Hollerung likes this.
Write a comment...

Linda Garcia
Jess at Alvarado Photography did an amazing job capturing my beach wedding ceremony.
The pictures are beautiful and she captured every moment of the ceremony. The detail and
quality of the pictures are fantastic. The photographer was worth every penny!
Like · Comment · over a year ago
Brenda Olivares likes this.
Efrain Vasquez He relly did they good pics. Good luck on yalls
merige by the way. Like y'all need it
January 20, 2013 at 2:25pm · Like
Write a comment...

Tiffany Knight
We recently used the Alvarado’s for the second time, and I just can’t say enough great things
about them. We had the first shoot done when we spent a week on Oahu last year. This
second time, we were fortunate enough to have spent 6 months on the Island for work at
the University. We loved the work Jess and John did the first time, when our son was 1.5
years old, and we wanted to get our photos again to commemorate our stay when he was
almost 2.5. We scheduled a shoot just before Christmas, and although they were very busy
with Christmas card portraits, the found a spot on the schedule for us. Unfortunately, that
morning, our son came down with a terrible stomach bug, and we had to cancel as Jess and
John were in the car driving to the shoot. They were very understanding, and we
rescheduled for a few weeks later, after everything slowed down. We decided to do the
shoot at the same place we did the first one (Ala Moana beach), which is a perfect spot
where you can get shots with Diamond Head and Waikiki in the background one direction,
and the open ocean in the other direction. Jess and John were fabulous. They were cheerful
and ready to shoot when we arrived, remembering details about us and our lives from our
hour together over a year ago. They were great with our son (again), getting him to smile,
play, and have a great time even though he started out being a bit shy. They got great
candid shots, great posed shots, and I even liked some of the more ‘corny’ poses they had us
do. At the end, as they had packed up the equipment, a rainbow appeared over the water,
and John grabbed his camera again to get a shot of us walking towards it. A beautiful
conclusion to another wonderful session with the Alvarado’s. We’ll be back on Oahu again
next January, this time with the newest addition to our family--a baby girl due in March. You
can be certain well be giving Jess and John a call as soon as we land to schedule another
family shoot!
Like · Comment · over a year ago
Adria Ortino likes this.
Write a comment...

Kate Lloyd Martell
Jess-Thank you SO much for going way above and beyond to take our family pictures today!
With 4 children it was no easy feat!! Thank you!!
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Like · Comment · about 9 months ago

Erika Thomas
Jess, Just wanted to thank you for such a wonderful experience! We truly
appreciate your professionalism and the ability to make us all feel comfortable. We cannot
wait to see the end result, thank you again.
Like · Comment · about 10 months ago

Mary See
So enjoying our pictures, i meant to.give 5 stars!!
Like · Comment · about 8 months ago

Sarah J Williams
Hey I sent you guys a message a little while back but not sure if you got it :( We will be back
in Hawaii Nov 22nd to Dec 6th and would love to do a family session with you guys again.
Like · over a year ago
Sarah Majchrowicz
Amazing photographers!! They were so attentive and did an amazing job not only the day of
the wedding but with the final product!
Like · Comment · over a year ago

Josh Tyndall
Awesome people to work with! Very friendly! Makes taking photos very easy!
Like · Comment · over a year ago

Paola V. Esquivel
Jess - Thank you so much for the amazing pictures! We will never forget our 2
year anniversary especially when we have such beautiful pictures to show everyone. I am so
glad we chose you as our photographer and we absolutely recommend your services to
anyone interested in a photo shoot in Oahu. Ko Olina beach was the perfect place for us and
you captured it beautifully!
Like · Comment · about 6 months ago
Bonnie Dillon I can't wait to see!!!
September 15, 2013 at 5:51am · Like ·

1

Write a comment...

Betsy Jeffries Perry
We just got our photos from our wedding back and we are so impressed by the quality of
them. We knew they would be good but we had no idea how pretty Jess and John could
make our little family look. We are so glad that they were recommended to us. These photos
will be our window to our wedding day for years to come and we could not be happier. My
new husband posted some of them on our blog if you need to see how wonderful of a job
they really do. http://betsytennis.blogspot.com/2012/10/so-stinkin-awesome.html
Like · Comment · over a year ago
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Jessica Parnell
My husband and I decided to get pictures taken while we were on our honeymoon in Hawaii
during September of 2012. I looked at a few different Oahu photographers online and
Alvarado Photography caught my eye. Not only was the photography done very VERY well,
but I really liked the variety of the scenery in the portfolios. Every picture was beautiful and
the backgrounds were so different! This told me that the photographer knew the island well
and after seeing the package pricing (which is very affordable, especially looking at other
photographers) we decided to contact Alvarado Photography for more information. I received
a prompt response from Jess and after a few emails we decided to go with Alvarado
Photography to do our pictures. She gave me great recommendations on which beaches to
choose from and I really appreciated that since we had never been there before and had no
clue. She also helped us out by giving us detailed directions to the beach that we would be
shooting at. Payment of the deposit was easy because she sent me a paypal invoice. Once
we were in Hawaii, Jess left me a message the night before our appointment. Not only was
she giving me a reminder, she also included how much time we should give ourselves to get
there. We chose Ko Olina beach because there were so many different landscapes in the
sample pictures we looked at (Jess included photo #'s from her portfolios to give us an idea
of what the different beaches looked like). We met Jess in the parkling lot and she walked us
down to the most secluded beach area I saw while we were in Hawaii. It was beautiful.. We
took many pictures in several different settings and it was exactly what we wanted. Jess was
very personable, made us feel comfortable during all of the posing and even my husband
had fun! We finally made it back home after an amazing honeymoon and I could hardly wait
until I got the confirmation email for proofing. The website was easy to log into and
manuever. I can't express to you how happy I was going through the proofing for the first
time. The pictures turned out so well, she did such a terrific job helping us capture memories
that will last with us the rest of our lives. I had a hard time narrowing the pictures down to
the 40 available for the package we had chosen, they really were that good. Overall, we had
a wonderful experience with Alvarado Photography. From start to finish we received
exceptional service which isn't easy to come by these days. I would definately recommend
Alvarado Photography if you are considering (if you aren't, you should be!) having pictures
made while you are visiting the Oahu.
Like · Comment · over a year ago

Marty N Heather Montgomery
Alvarado Photography is the best! We were able to go to Hawaii & from the moment I first
emailed Alvarado, they were incredible professionals. They responded right away & went to
great lengths to make things work for us. I had so many questions & they answered them all
& were so flexible! The pictures turned out great & we had such a great time taking them :)
Thank you so much Jess for all your hard work! I would highly recommend Alvarado
Photography to anyone that is visiting Hawaii.
Like · Comment · over a year ago

Sthephany Villalpando
Amazing photographer and GORGEOUS end results. Quick and efficient communication.
LOVE MY PICTURES!!!
Like · Comment · over a year ago

Kelly Bohn
Robert and I loved working with the two of you for our wedding pictures. Thank you so much
for making sure we got everything we wanted. We are both very excited to see the pictures
when they are ready!!
Like · Comment · over a year ago

Onin Arongay
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Kim & Onin Arongay When my husband (then fiance) was looking for photographers online,
he stumbled upon Jess and John's website and was blown away. Their shots were so unique
and beautiful , we asked for an appointment immediately. Once we met and talked with
them, we were sure we had found our photographers. Working with John and Jess was a
dream. They are so accommodating and professional and always made us feel at ease. And
when your planning a wedding on your own, like we were, it's so wonderful to feel so
assured that your photography is in the good hands of Jess and John's solid teamwork. We're
so happy with both our engagement and wedding photos, that it was a struggle to choose
our favorites. Our marriage license agent gave us this advice: "whatever you spend on for
your wedding, choose the best photographers you can because in the end, those are your
memories." I know we did with Alvarado Photography.
Like · Comment · over a year ago

Sammy Jo Stephenson
Thank you so, so, SO much John and Jess! Christian and I thoroughly enjoyed working with
you. If anyone out there is searching for a photographer, I highly recommend Alvarado
Photography. They photographed our wedding on Oahu in November, and were so
professional and so graceful that the experience was so easy. Planning a wedding is tough,
but Jess always responded to my emails so quickly and was punctual on both occasions we
met. Her and John made the day of flow, they kept to our timeline and took great portraits
and candid shots. Thanks, again!
Like · Comment · over a year ago
Charmaine Lund Culbert
We recently had Alvarado Photography do our family pics on Oahu. Jess and John were
great, upbeat and friendly. Our photos are amazing and we luv luv them. Thank you, thank
you Jess and John! Highly recommend Alvarado Photography!
Like · Comment · over a year ago

Zubair Hussain
http://www.facebook.com/Studio.ONE.photography.by.Xubair
Like · Comment · over a year ago

Vn Byn
I love the theme song on your site. http://www.alvarado-photography.com/
Like · about 11 months ago
Jesscerrie Lubas Alvarado likes this.

Laura Santos
Wonderful Family Photo Shoot with Alvarado Photography in Oahu. Magic
Island, along with Diamond Head was in the background. Highly Recommend. Jess is a true
Professional. Easy to work with and super cool too.
Like · Comment · about 10 months ago

Chris Montana
Jess and John, Thank you so much for the wonderful memories you've given our family. Ko
Olina was a beautiful spot for our family photo session and we love the pictures that you
took. We can't wait to share them with our family and friends. Mahalo.
Like · Comment · over a year ago
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Rachel Sandau
Alvarado Photography is the BEST! They are a husband and wife who made us feel so
comfortable and our pictures came out better than we could have imagined. My family and I
have just moved here and have not really been able to explore the different beaches. They
helped find a location close and easy for us. We have two little ones and the pictures they
took for us were beyond beautiful. We would defiantly recommended them to everyone as
well working with them again! Thank you guys so much!!!!
Like · over a year ago

Debbi Omizo
WE LOVE ALVARADO PHOTOGRAPHY! They made us feel so comfortable. They felt like they
were part of our family. They knew the exact poses to place us in that would result in the
perfect photos. I will admit, I found them on the internet and at first I was a little worried
because I only contacted them by e-mail and sent them a deposit. Through the process I
found them to have the highest integrity and attention to the details that made me confident
that I made the correct decision. They are thorough communicators and I knew they would
be there on my wedding day. The end result is that they were very punctual, professional,
caring, organized and artistic. I refer all my friends and family to them and I have no
reservations in recommending Alvarado Photography for professional photographs. We plan
to use them for family photos and anniversary photos in the future. Thanks John and Jess!
You are the best!
Like · Comment · over a year ago

Jon Yee
We were looking for someone to take family pictures for us. A couple of coworkers suggested
that we call John and Jess since they had done pictures for their family. Jess was very
friendly, responsive, and organized and we were able to quickly coordinate a time. When we
met with John and Jess we knew immediately that we had made the right choice. They were
very patient and friendly and were able to put our two little children at ease. They loved the
little animals that Jess had brought. Throughout the photo shoot our kids were happy and
engaged. The end result was great!!! John is a very talented photographer, the pictures
looked very natural. The only problem we had was deciding which pictures to choose. We will
definitely be calling them the next time we are looking for family pictures.
Like · Comment · over a year ago
Talia Carswell Davis

Like · on Sunday

Jalu Luja

Like · about 2 months ago

Govind Varma Kadel

Like · Comment · about 2 months ago

Tabita Athalia
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Ann Margareth Pandac

Like · about 2 months ago

Raj Darji

Like · Comment · about 2 months ago

Erik Domenik Toretto Mancini

Like · Comment · about 2 months ago

Mara Jiks

Like · about 2 months ago

Diita Adiinda

Like · Comment · about 2 months ago

Faisal Mitsuzu

Like · about 2 months ago
Ascen Dumaoal

Like · Comment · about 2 months ago

Zubaidi Abd Aziz

Like · about 2 months ago

JatEy TiNoy

Like · Comment · about 2 months ago

Kartik Vijayvergiya
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